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Salesforce Platform App Builder Certification Guide 2020-11-13 get up to speed with the essential concepts and techniques necessary to prepare for the salesforce platform app builder
certification exam key featuresprepare for the salesforce platform app builder certification exam by exploring important concepts and expert tips and techniquesdesign the data model
user interface business logic and security for custom appsunderstand the key milestones and considerations when managing an application lifecyclebook description do you want to be
able to confidently design and build apps that support business processes within the lightning platform salesforce platform app builder certification guide not only helps you to do this
but also prepares you for the certification exam the book starts by describing the core capabilities of the lightning platform you ll learn techniques for data modeling to design build and
deploy apps without writing code and achieve rapid results with the declarative capabilities that the lightning platform provides next you ll explore utilities for importing and exporting
data and the features available in the lightning platform to restrict and extend access to objects fields and records you ll also be able to customize the salesforce lightning experience
user interface ui and build functionality for custom buttons links and actions later this certification study guide will take you through reporting and the social and mobile features of the
lightning platform finally you ll get to grips with salesforce build environments and deployment options by the end of this salesforce book you ll not only have learned how to build data
models enforce data security and implement business logic and process automation but also have gained the confidence to pass the platform app builder exam and achieve salesforce
certification what you will learnexplore the core features of the lightning platformdesign and build an appropriate data model for a given scenarioidentify the lightning platform s
features and capabilitiescustomize the salesforce lightning experience uiimplement business logic and process automationidentify the capabilities of declarative customizationwho this
book is for this book is for beginners and aspiring developers who want to learn how to build apps on the salesforce platform or pass the salesforce platform app builder certification
exam salesforce administrators and existing salesforce lightning platform developers looking to learn more about the declarative non programmatic app building capabilities of the
salesforce lightning platform will also find this book useful
Salesforce Platform App Builder Certification 2019-12-16 new or intermediate developers will want to use this hands on guide to prepare for the salesforce certified platform app
builder credential awarded for designing building and implementing applications using the declarative customization capabilities of the salesforce platform this is the first book available
covering this content and salesforce training is very costly this book is filled with real world examples and hands on exercises enabling you to prepare for the certification exam in a
short span of time multiple choice study questions and exercises are included to help you apply what you learn in each chapter author rakesh gupta explains salesforce platform
fundamentals including knowledge about the limitations of the declarative platform and when to use programmatic development versus the appexchange data management and data
analytics are covered and you will learn how to set up organization wide features that affect the look and feel of your application sandbox design patterns and process automation tools
available in salesforce are discussed and you will know when to use them you will become familiar with a wide array of topics including designing a mobile app and reporting in
salesforce what you will learn know when to use declarative development versus programmatic development versus the appexchange understand the salesforce data model field type
when to use which fields and how and when to use an external object in salesforce be familiar with security and settings in salesforce see how easily users can migrate to the lightning
experience from the classic platform implement business process automation using declarative features apply the automation process in salesforce utilize process builder and manage
its power to automate business processes use sandboxes and deployment tools who this book is for new or intermediate salesforce developers or anyone in the salesforce development
arena who wants to learn or explore the platform
Getting Started with Dynamics NAV 2013 Application Development 2013-05-23 presented in an easy to follow step by step tutorial getting started with dynamics nav 2013
application development introduces the reader to the main concepts of developing with dynamics nav getting started with dynamics nav 2013 application development is for any user
who uses dynamics nav as their main business software this is also for any developers who may be familiar with other accounting software and wish to get into developing within the
dynamics nav field
Salesforce B2C Solution Architect's Handbook 2021-11-19 the ultimate handbook for new and seasoned salesforce b2c solution architects who want to design seamless b2c solutions
across the salesforce customer 360 ecosystem including b2c commerce service cloud and marketing cloud key features give your customers a frictionless experience by creating a
unified view of all their interactions get your architectural design right the first time and avoid costly reworks prepare for the b2c solution architect exam and salesforce certification with
practical scenarios following salesforce best practices book description there s a huge demand on the market for salesforce professionals who can create a single view of the customer
across the salesforce customer 360 platform and leverage data into actionable insights with salesforce b2c solution architect s handbook you ll gain a deeper understanding of the
integration options and products that help you deliver value for organizations while this book will help you prepare for the b2c solution architect exam its true value lies in setting you up
for success afterwards the first few chapters will help you develop a solid understanding of the capabilities of each component in the customer 360 ecosystem their data models and
governance as you progress you ll explore the role of a b2c solution architect in planning critical requirements and implementation sequences to avoid costly reworks and unnecessary
delays you ll learn about the available options for integrating products with the salesforce ecosystem and demonstrate best practices for data modeling across salesforce products and
beyond once you ve mastered the core knowledge you ll also learn about tools techniques and certification scenarios in preparation for the b2c solution architect exam by the end of this
book you ll have the skills to design scalable secure and future proof solutions supporting critical business demands what you will learn explore key customer 360 products and their
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integration options choose the optimum integration architecture to unify data and experiences architect a single view of the customer to support service marketing and commerce plan
for critical requirements design decisions and implementation sequences to avoid sub optimal solutions integrate customer 360 solutions into a single source of truth solution such as a
master data model support business needs that require functionality from more than one component by orchestrating data and user flows who this book is for this book is for
professionals in high level job roles that heavily rely on salesforce proficiency it s primarily written for b2c commerce architects application architects integration architects as well as
system architects enterprise architects salesforce architects and cto teams looking to benefit from a deeper understanding of this platform before you get started you ll need a solid
understanding of data integration apis and connected systems along with knowledge of the fundamentals of business to consumer b2c customer experiences
InfoWorld 1998-12-07 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
OLAP Solutions 2002-10-15 olap enables users to access information from multidimensional datawarehouses almost instantly to view information in any way theylike and to cleanly
specify and carry out sophisticatedcalculations although many commercial olap tools and products arenow available olap is still a difficult and complex technology tomaster substantially
updated with expanded coverage of implementationmethods for data storage access and calculation also newchapters added to combine olap with data warehouse mining anddecision
support tools teaches the best practices for building olap models thatimprove business and organizational decision making completelyindependent of commercial tools using revised
case studies companion site provides updates on olap standards andtools code examples and links to valuable resources
Rapid Deployment of Integrated WebSphere Solutions in Your Cloud 2014-12-16 this ibm redbooks publication uses the same practical solution and is an extension to creating
integrated websphere solutions using application lifecycle management sg24 8243 00 this paper demonstrates how to take an existing application that was built in a legacy environment
and bring that application to ibm pureapplication systems using preferred practices for deployment and automation the process is illustrated using a business scenario this publication is
intended for architects developers and administrators who want to know about the next generation of technology that modern it organizations are moving rapidly towards application
integration and systems development
InfoWorld 1998-09-21 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and projects
The Semantic Web - ISWC 2003 2003-10-02 these proceedings contain the papers accepted for presentation at the second international semantic conference iswc 2003 held on
sanibel island florida u s a october 20 23 2003 following the success of iswc 2002 that washeldinsardiniainjune2002 iswc2003enjoyedagreatlyincreasedinterest in the conference themes
the number of submitted papers more than doubled compared with iswc 2002 to 283 of those 262 were submitted to the research track and 21 to the industrial track with rare
exceptions each submission was evaluated by three program committee members whose reviews were coordinated by members of the senior program committee this year 49 papers in
the research track and 9 papers in the industrial track were accepted the high quality of iswc 2003 was the result of the joint e ort of many people first of all we would like to thank the
authors for their high quality submissions and the members of the program committee for their reviewing and review coordination e orts we would like to extend special thanks to
christoph bussler for chairing the industrial track to mike dean for his help with the conference management software the web site and conference publicity and to massimo paolucci for
helping with the organization of the proceedings and arranging sponsorships
Integrated Solutions with DB2 2003 now two leading ibm solution architects show you how to use db2 to create flexible infrastructures that simplify the construction of any
enterprise class business solution
Hands-On Low-Code Application Development with Salesforce 2020-10-16 explore a wide range of low code tools in the salesforce platform for building customized crm applications
without writing any code key featurescreate apps with a rich user experience without paying for costly developersleverage salesforce lightning platform s declarative features to build
professional grade applicationsimprove productivity with business process automation using workflow process builder and flowbook description low code platforms allow users to focus
on business logic to create solutions without getting trapped in programming complexities thanks to its powerful features for designing developing and deploying apps without having to
hand code salesforce is at the forefront of the low code development revolution this book will guide you in building creative applications for solving your business problems using the
declarative framework provided by salesforce you ll start by learning how to design your business data model with custom objects fields formulas and validation rules all secured by the
salesforce security model you ll then explore tools such as workflow process builder lightning flow and actions that will help you to automate your business processes with ease this book
also shows you how to use lightning app builder to build personalized uis for your salesforce applications explains the value of creating community pages for your organization and
teaches you how to customize them with experience builder finally you ll work with the sandbox model deploy your solutions and deliver an effective release management strategy by
the end of this salesforce book you ll be ready to customize salesforce crm to meet your business requirements by creating unique solutions without writing a single line of code what
you will learnget to grips with the fundamentals of data modeling to enhance data qualitydeliver dynamic configuration capabilities using custom settings and metadata typessecure
your data by implementing the salesforce security modelcustomize salesforce applications with lightning app buildercreate impressive pages for your community using experience
builderuse data loader to import and export data without writing any codeembrace the salesforce ohana culture to share knowledge and learn from the global salesforce communitywho
this book is for if you are a citizen developer business analyst salesforce administrator or anyone interested in developing applications or solutions for business problems but lack
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technical knowledge this book is for you no prior programming experience is required
Building PDA Databases for Wireless and Mobile Development 2004-11-18 introduces the mobile databases their architecture and features and how they operate and handle the
essential task of synchronization explains how the enterprise work force can move to a handheld device and still have easy access to corporate databases site contains all source code
for working examples of applications showing mobile databases in use foreword and endorsement by bill inmon the father of data warehousing
Implementing SAP® CRM 2014-12-03 in today s competitive business environment most companies realize that the better they can manage their customer relationships the more
successful they will become customer relationship management crm software systems are key tools for companies to manage the customer facing processes of their businesses
however many companies have resisted implementing this most critical customer oriented application due in large part to the lack of a single point resource on implementing a crm
system this book attempts to fill that gap implementing sap crm will help technologists and managers come to grips with the vision concept and technology of crm it begins by laying
out the groundwork for understanding crm it explains the concept and context of crm and the tangible business benefits of crm adoption demonstrating a professional approach to the
evaluation and selection of sap it details the critical success factors csfs patterns and anti patterns of a successful sap crm implementation crm implementations can add significant
benefit to the company s bottom line only if the company first transforms itself into a customer centric and customer responsive enterprise this book explains what it means to be a
customer centric and responsive enterprise and provides a framework for business operations based on customer relationships rather than the traditional four ps product positioning
price promotion it further spells out business process reengineering bpr strategies to configure internal business processes and operations with sap crm to improve customer facing
strategies services and relationships
CIO 1992-03 unlock the full potential of microsoft 365 workloads with our practical guide key features learn how to create a new office 365 tenant from scratch discover ways to migrate
users from other platforms to microsoft 365 learn how to use scripting languages and out of the box tools to automate business processes set up security and manage users in microsoft
365 description microsoft 365 provides tools for managing organizational tasks like content management communication report creation and business automation processes with this
book you ll get to grips with enabling workspace collaboration using microsoft sharepoint online teams and the power platform this comprehensive guide not only provides instructions
for implementing microsoft 365 apps but also incorporates valuable insights from an experienced microsoft consultant who has a vast experience of working with the microsoft business
suite the book covers recipes for implementing sharepoint online for various content management tasks you will then learn how to create sites for your organization and enhance
collaboration across the business moving on you will discover ways to boost your productivity using microsoft teams power platform planner delve and m365 groups you will also learn
how to use the power platform to make the most of power apps power automate power bi and power virtual agents lastly you will learn how to build custom teams and sharepoint
solutions by the end of the book you will have the necessary skills to utilize microsoft 365 and sharepoint online effectively in order to increase business productivity what you will learn
get familiar with the power platform and its various apps explore sharepoint s content management and collaboration features get an overview of the microsoft 365 admin center
understand the security and compliance policies for microsoft 365 learn how to manage microsoft 365 services with powershell who this book is for this book is for business professionals
it administrators enterprise developers and architects and anyone who wants to plan deploy and manage microsoft 365 apps in their enterprise environments table of contents 1 outline
of microsoft 365 2 prologue to sharepoint online 3 working with present day destinations in sharepoint online 4 working with records in sharepoint online 5 working with archive libraries
in sharepoint online 6 onedrive for business 7 search in microsoft 365 8 microsoft groups 9 microsoft teams 10 power platform and citizen development 11 stream 12 powerapps 13
power automate 14 power bi 15 office 365 admin center 16 security and compliance policies 17 term store and content sorts in sharepoint online 18 custom solutions development spfx
19 pnp powershell and scripting
Office 365 with SharePoint Online Cookbook Solutions 2023-06-16 designed as a comprehensive reference for programmers and sap users or as review for certification sap abap
handbook includes all the major concepts related to abap programming with and easy to follow writing style it begins with an explanation of the sap erp system and progresses to the
architecture of sap r 3 to sap erp ecc 6 0 a complete glossary of terms is included to help the reader understand the myriad terms and programming issues associated with this
language topics covered include dialogs abap dictionary error messages programming in the abap editor busines add ins sapscript internal tables accessing data in a sap system
modularization techniques and more
SAP® ABAPTM Handbook 2009-10-15 this book was created with the intention of informing an international audience about the latest technological aspects for developing smart
agricultural applications as artificial intelligence ai takes the main role in this the majority of the chapters are associated with the role of ai and data analytics components for better
agricultural applications the first two chapters provide alternative wide reviews of the use of ai robotics and the internet of things as effective solutions to agricultural problems the third
chapter looks at the use of blockchain technology in smart agricultural scenarios in the fourth chapter a future view is provided of an internet of things oriented sustainable agriculture
next the fifth chapter provides a governmental evaluation of advanced farming technologies and the sixth chapter discusses the role of big data in smart agricultural applications the
role of the blockchain is evaluated in terms of an industrial view under the seventh chapter and the eighth chapter provides a discussion of data mining and data extraction which is
essential for better further analysis by smart tools the ninth chapter evaluates the use of machine learning in food processing and preservation which is a critical issue for dealing with
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issues concerns regarding insufficient foud sources the tenth chapter also discusses sustainability and the eleventh chapter focuses on the problem of plant disease prediction which is
among the critical agricultural issues similarly the twelfth chapter considers the use of deep learning for classifying plant diseases finally the book ends with a look at cyber threats to
farming automation in the thirteenth chapter and a case study of india for a better smart and sustainable agriculture in the fourteenth chapter this book presents the most critical
research topics of today s smart agricultural applications and provides a valuable view for both technological knowledge and ability that will be helpful to academicians scientists
students who are the future of science and industrial practitioners who collaborate with academia
Artificial Intelligence and Smart Agriculture Technology 2022-06-27 the 100 practical guide to making virtualization work in real enterprise environments if you re involved in
planning deploying or managing virtualization this book brings together all the field proven in the trenches answers and solutions you ll need packed with examples and case studies
practical virtualization solutions is a complete self paced hands on guide to creating a virtualized environment and driving maximum value from it throughout its entire lifecycle kenneth
hess and amy newman present detailed costs schedules and deployment plans drawn from actual enterprise virtualization projects you ll learn what really works and what doesn t and
discover powerful ways to systematically control the costs of virtualization and streamline its management the authors offer realistic guidance on choosing the best services to virtualize
selecting the right virtualization software hardware and vendor partners troubleshooting and securing virtualized environments and much more along the way they answer crucial
questions it professionals face in working with virtualization coverage includes quantifying the time hardware labor and downtime needed to implement virtualization streamlining the
transition from physical to virtual comparing vmware esxi vmware server microsoft hyper v citrix xenserver and other virtualization technologies identifying opportunities to reduce cost
and improve flexibility with open source virtualization technologies explaining advanced techniques for simplifying virtual machine management defining the right role for virtualization
in networking and storage automating virtual infrastructure management tasks
Practical Virtualization Solutions 2009-10-12 the growing but still evolving success of the android platform has ushered in a second mobile technology gold rush for app developers
google play and amazon appstore for android apps has become the second go to apps eco for today s app developers while not yet as large in terms of number of apps as itunes google
play and amazon appstore have so many apps that it has become increasingly difficult for new apps to stand out in the crowd achieving consumer awareness and sales longevity for
your android app requires a lot of organization and some strategic planning written for today s android apps developer or apps development shop this new and improved book from
apress the business of android apps development second edition tells you today s story on how to make money on android apps this book shows you how to take your app from idea to
design to development to distribution and marketing your app on google play or amazon appstore this book takes you step by step through cost effective marketing public relations and
sales techniques that have proven successful for professional android app creators and indie shops perfect for independent developers on shoestring budgets it even shows you how to
get interest from venture capitalists and how they view a successful app vs the majority of so so to unsuccessful apps in android no prior business knowledge is required this is the book
you wish you had read before you launched your first app what you ll learn how to take your app from idea to design to development to distributing and marketing your app on google
play or amazon appstore how do venture capitalists validate new app ideas and use their techniques how to monetize your app freemium ads in app purchasing and more what are the
programming tips and tricks that help you sell your app how to optimize your app for the marketplace how to marketing your app how to listen to your customer base and grow your way
to greater revenue who this book is for this book is for those who have an idea for an app but otherwise may know relatively little about entrepreneurship app development or even
business in general you should be able to pick up this book and feel like someone is holding your hand as they go through the process of evaluating your idea learning to code placing
your app in the marketplace marketing your app and finally improving your app to meet the needs of your customer base table of contents1 the android market a background 2 making
sure your app will succeed 3 legal issues better safe than sorry 4 a brief introduction to android development 5 develop apps like a pro 6 making money with ads on your application 7 in
app billing putting a store in your application 8 making app marketplaces work for you 9 getting the word out 10 after you have a user base
The Business of Android Apps Development 2013-07-22 harness the powerful features of net maui the evolution of xamarin forms to create multi platform app projects using
location services the weather api machine learning and much more key features leverage net maui through real world projects from weather apps to real time multiplayer games with
signalr and azure functions explore the essential features of net maui such as shell collectionview and carouselview go beyond the basics with advanced topics like machine learning
using tensorflow and ml net purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionthis third edition of net maui projects explores the features of net maui a
lightweight multi platform development toolkit for building apps with a rich user interface updated to cover the latest features of net maui including collectionview and shell this book
delves into concepts such as machine learning and cloud services starting with an overview of net core and how it works this book shares tips for choosing the right development
environment for planning multi platform apps you ll then build your first net maui app and advance to learning how to use shell to implement app architecture progressing in complexity
the projects guide you through creating apps ranging from a location tracker and weather map to machine learning and multiplayer games further the book will take you through
modern mobile development frameworks such as sqlite net core and ml net empowering you to customize your apps for windows macos android and ios platforms for native like
performance engaging examples are woven throughout the book so you can grasp essential concepts by writing code rather than extensive theory by the end of this book you ll be
ready to develop your own native apps using net maui and associated technologies such as net core visual studio 2022 and c what you will learn set up net maui to build native apps for
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multiple platforms using its single project capabilities understand the core aspects of developing a mobile app such as layout ux and rendering use custom handlers for platform specific
access discover how to create custom layouts for your apps with net maui shell implement serverless services in your net maui apps using azure signalr create a net maui blazor
application leveraging the power of web technologies build and train machine learning models using ml net and azure cognitive services who this book is for this book is for c and net
developers who want to learn net maui and get started with native net core mobile application development from the ground up working knowledge of visual studio and c will help you
to get the most out of this book
.NET MAUI Projects 2024-02-09 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates people companies and
projects
InfoWorld 1998-04-13 over time overemphasis and adherence to the same proven routines that helped your organization achieve success can also lead to its decline resulting from
organizational inertia complacency and inflexibility drawing lessons from one of the best models of success the evolutionary model inverting the paradox of excellence explains why your
organization must proactively seek out changes or variations on a continuous basis for ensuring excellence by testing out a continuum of opportunities and advantages in other words to
maintain excellence the company must be in a constant state of flux the book introduces the patterns and anti patterns of excellence and includes detailed case studies based on
different dimensions of variations including shared values variations structure variations and staff variations it presents these case studies through the prism of the variations idea to
help you visualize the difference of the case history approach presented here the case studies illustrate the different dimensions of business variations available to help your
organization in its quest towards achieving and sustaining excellence the book extends a set of variations inspired by the pioneering mckinsey 7s model namely shared values strategy
structure stuff style staff skills systems and sequence it includes case history segments for toyota acer ebay abb cisco blackberry tata samsung volvo charles schwab mcdonald s scania
starbucks google disney and nummi it also includes detailed case histories of ge ibm and ups
Inverting the Paradox of Excellence 2014-07-14 design highly customized solutions using the vlocity omnistudio platform tailored to your business key features understand the critical
gotchas and essential best practices for every omnistudio implementation discover a proven system for achieving next level performance and scalability using salesforce industries
optimize all aspects of your omnistudio apps server side client side and document generation purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionsalesforce
industries brings out of the box solutions tailored to specific industries making it easy for customers to install configure and slash their time to value it stands as one of salesforce s
strategic pillars with the number of installations growing rapidly while customizing the out of the box solutions can pose performance challenges this book provides a fail safe system
with proven best practices tools and precise metrics to enhance performance and scalability for efficient outcomes kicking off with an overview of the salesforce industries vlocity
platform and omnistudio you ll explore the tools and techniques used to manage code and measure performance delving into performance optimization you ll uncover methods for
improving performance in omnistudio s service layer integration procedures and dataraptors and presentation layer omniscripts and flexcards further the book will guide you through
achieving maximum performance by leveraging best practices in both layers by the end of this book you ll have mastered the intricacies of salesforce industries on the vlocity
omnistudio platform enhancing your skills to navigate and optimize tailored solutions effectively what you will learn master best practices and design patterns for maximizing
performance in omnistudio service and presentation layers leverage various go to tools for measuring performance in salesforce industries download ready to go industry solutions from
the new process library discover quick ways to boost performance with just a few clicks meet user performance expectations and future proof your omnistudio apps explore techniques
for managing and deploying your omnistudio components find alternative approaches to generating documents with omnistudio and their performance implications who this book is for
this book is a valuable resource for salesforce administrators architects and developers as well as business leaders and decision makers responsible for implementing salesforce industry
solutions on the vlocity omnistudio platform whether you re looking to enhance your organization s existing systems or embarking on a new implementation journey this book will help
you achieve better performance and scalability
Optimizing Salesforce Industries Solutions on the Vlocity OmniStudio Platform 2024-04-19 oracle application express 4 recipes provides an example based approach to
learning application express the ground breaking rapid application development platform included with every oracle database license the recipes format is ideal for the quick study who
just wants a good example or two to kick start their thinking and get pointed in the right direction the recipes cover the gamut of application express development author and
application express expert edmund zehoo shows how to create data entry screens visualize data in the form of reports and charts implement validation and back end logic and much
more solutions are presented in an easy problem solution format which you can copy and adapt for your own use detailed discussion for each solution deepens your understanding and
aids in customizing the solutions to fit your particular development challenges teaches application express via an example based format takes you from beginner to intermediate level
shows how to build a fully functional web store in just one hour
Oracle Application Express 4 Recipes 2011-08-27 in this ibm redbooks publication you will gain an appreciation of the ibm cics transaction gateway cics tg product suite based on
key criteria such as capabilities scalability platform cics server support application language support and licensing model matching the requirements to available infrastructure and
hardware choices requires an appreciation of the choices available in this book you will gain an understanding of those choices and will be capable of choosing the appropriate cics
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connection protocol apis for the applications and security options you will understand the services available to the application developer when using a chosen protocol you will then
learn about how to implement cics tg solutions taking advantage of the latest capabilities such as ipic connectivity high availability and dynamic server selection specific scenarios
illustrate the usage of cics tg for ibm z os and cics tg for multiplatforms with cics transaction server for z os and ibm websphere application server including connections in cics
configuring simple end to end connectivity all platforms with verification for remote and local mode applications and adding security xa support and high availability
The Complete Guide to CICS Transaction Gateway Volume 1 Configuration and Administration 2014-08-08 this book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 9th international
conference on database and expert systems applications dexa 98 held in vienna austria in august 1998 the 81 revised full papers presented were carefully selected from a total of more
than 200 submissions the papers are organized in sections on active databases object oriented systems data engineering information retrieval workflow and cooperative systems spatial
and temporal aspects document management spatial databases adaptation and view updates genetic algorithms cooperative and distributed environments interaction and
communication transcation advanced applications temporal aspects oriented systems partitioning and fragmentation database queries data data warehouses knowledge discovery and
data mining knowledge extraction and knowledge base reduction for comprehension and reuse
Database and Expert Systems Applications 1998-08-14 ibm workload deployer provides a solution to creating deploying and managing workloads in an on premise or private cloud
it is rich in features that allow you to quickly build and deploy virtual systems from base images to extend those images and to customize them for future use as repeatable deployable
units ibm workload deployer also provides an application centric capability enabling rapid deployment of business applications by using either of these deployment models an
organization can quickly instantiate a complete application platform for development test or production the ibm workload deployer uses the concept of patterns to describe the logical
configuration of both the physical and virtual assets that comprise a particular solution the use of patterns allows an organization to construct a deployable solution one time and then
dispense the final product on demand patterns are composed of an operating system and ibm software solutions such as ibm websphere application server and ibm websphere virtual
enterprise patterns are constructed to support a single application workload the ibm workload deployer is shipped with a set of pre loaded virtual images and virtual patterns these
images and patterns can be used to create comprehensive and flexible middleware solutions they can also be cloned and customized to suit your specific needs this ibm redbooks
publication looks at two different aspects of customizing virtual systems for deployment into the cloud first it explores the capabilities of ibm image construction and composition tool to
build and provide highly customized virtual images for use in virtual system patterns on the ibm workload deployer next it looks at the virtual application capabilities of the ibm workload
deployer including those capabilities that allow you to deploy enterprise applications and database services to the cloud it also introduces the ibm workload deployer plugin development
kit which allows you to further extend the capabilities of the virtual application patterns
IBM Workload Deployer: Pattern-based Application and Middleware Deployments in a Private Cloud 2012-03-22 this book provides an introduction to the understanding and use of object
oriented methodologies for engineering problem solving with a specific emphasis on analysis and design object oriented programming is a general computer language methodology the
name comes from the focus on describing problems in terms of objects both physical and conceptual
Applications of Artificial Intelligence 1992 unlock efficiency in software development by learning microservices with c and azure key features gain step by step project based
guidance on how to develop a full fledged microservices application gain extensive knowledge of microservices by covering essential concepts tools and methodologies acquire skills to
deploy and manage microservices on ms azure purchase of the print or kindle book includes a free pdf ebook book descriptionthis book introduces net aspire and its features for
developing microservices it delves into defining an app model for an application s services using service discovery and integrating components locally and via native cloud services with
azure it offers practical insights and hands on experience exploring microservices concepts in asp net core you ll learn how to develop robust services using net features such as minimal
apis grpc and signalr for real time communication the book also covers essential aspects of devops testing methodologies including unit integration and load testing and logging and
monitoring including opentelemetry using tools such as azure log analytics application insights prometheus and grafana you ll understand how asynchronous communication leveraging
queues and events is facilitated through azure event hub and apache throughout the book you ll not only discover the theoretical aspects but also gain practical skills by building and
deploying a fully functional microservices based application by the end of this book you ll have a deep understanding of microservices architecture hands on experience with various net
technologies and azure services and the ability to design build deploy and manage microservices applications effectively in both on premises and cloud environments what you will learn
understand microservices architecture benefits utilize the cloud ready net aspire stack along with its associated tools and libraries develop rest apis with asp net core minimal apis
implement database integration with relational and nosql databases containerize microservices using docker deploy microservices to the azure container apps environment and
kubernetes configure logging monitoring and tracing for microservices use advanced communication patterns with signalr grpc queues and events who this book is for this book is for
software developers architects and engineers who are interested in adopting microservices architecture using the net framework and microsoft azure both intermediate and advanced
developers who have a foundational understanding of c asp net core and cloud computing concepts will find this book helpful
Object-Oriented Engineering 1992-05-19 for more than 20 years network world has been the premier provider of information intelligence and insight for network and it executives
responsible for the digital nervous systems of large organizations readers are responsible for designing implementing and managing the voice data and video systems their companies
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use to support everything from business critical applications to employee collaboration and electronic commerce
Pragmatic Microservices with C# and Azure 2024-05-31 infoworld is targeted to senior it professionals content is segmented into channels and topic centers infoworld also celebrates
people companies and projects
Network World 1995-03-27 expert oracle application express 2nd edition is newly updated for apex 5 0 and brings deep insight from some of the best apex practitioners in the field
today you ll learn about important features in apex 5 0 and how those can be applied to make your development work easier and with greater impact on your business oracle application
express apex is an entirely web based development framework that is built into every edition of oracle database the framework rests upon oracle s powerful pl sql language enabling
power users and developers to rapidly develop applications that easily scale to hundreds even thousands of concurrent users apex has seen meteoric growth and is becoming the tool of
choice for ad hoc application development in the enterprise the many authors of expert oracle application express 2nd edition build their careers around apex they know what it takes to
make the product sing developing secure applications that can be deployed globally to users inside and outside a large enterprise the authors come together in this book to share some
of their deepest and most powerful insights into solving the difficult problems surrounding globalization configuration and lifecycle management and more new in this edition for apex 5
0 is coverage of oracle rest data services map integration jquery with apex and the new page designer you ll learn about debugging and performance deep secrets to customizing your
application u ser interface how to secure applications from intrusion and about deploying globally in multiple languages expert oracle application express 2nd edition is truly a book that
will move you and your skillset a big step towards the apex of application express development contains all new content on oracle rest data services jquery in apex and map integration
addresses globalization and other concerns of enterprise level development shows how to customize apex for your own application needs
InfoWorld 1999-07-05 take a problem solution approach to programming enterprise java applications and microservices for cloud based solutions enterprise database applications and
even small business web applications this book provides effective and proven code snippets that you can immediately use to accomplish just about any task that you may encounter you
can feel confident using the reliable solutions that are demonstrated in this book in your personal or corporate environment java ee was made open source under the eclipse foundation
and jakarta ee is the new name for what used to be termed the java enterprise edition platform this book helps you rejuvenate your java expertise and put the platform s latest
capabilities to use in quickly developing robust applications if you are new to jakarta ee this book will help you learn features of the platform and benefit from one of the most widely
used and powerful technologies available for application development today examples in jakarta ee recipes highlight jakarta ee s capabilities helping you to build streamlined and
reliable applications using the latest in java technologies the book takes a problem solution approach in which each section introduces a common programming problem showing you
how to best solve that problem using the latest features in jakarta ee solutions are presented in the form of working code examples that you can download and use immediately in your
own projects clear descriptions are given so you can understand and learn to build further on the solutions that are provided this is the ideal book for the code focused programmer
interested in keeping up with the future of enterprise development on the java platform what you will learndevelop enterprise java applications using the now open source jakarta ee
platform create great looking user interfaces using jakarta server faces and the eclipse krazo framework build database applications using jakarta enterprise beans and jakarta restful
web services automate testing through cohesive test suites built on arquillian for jakarta ee applications deploy microservices applications in cloud environments using docker secure
applications utilizing the jakarta ee security api and json tokens who this book is for java developers interested in quickly finding effective and proven solutions without reading through
a lengthy manual and scrubbing for techniques
Expert Oracle Application Express 2015-08-20 today s businesses applications social media and online transactions generate more data than ever before this data can be explored and
analyzed to provide tremendous business value ibm watsontm explorer and ibm infosphere master data management infosphere mdm enable organizations to simultaneously explore
and derive insights from enterprise data that was traditionally stored in silos in enterprise applications different data repositories and in different data formats this ibm redbooks
publication provides information about watson explorer 9 0 infosphere mdm and ibm infosphere mdm probabilistic matching engine for infosphere biginsightstm pme for biginsights it
gives you an overview describes the architecture and presents use cases that you can use to accomplish the following tasks understand the core capabilities of watson explorer
infosphere mdm and pme for biginsights realize the full potential of watson explorer applications describe the integration and value of the combination of watson explorer and
infosphere mdm build a 360 degree information application learn by example by following hands on lab scenarios ul
Jakarta EE Recipes 2020-03-27 this detailed look at ibm s software products for e business enables ibm users to gain a fundamental understanding of e business architecture where ibm
software products fit into that architecture and where to go to get more information the main products and platforms for development tools and components application server software
and secure network and management software are described this book also distinguishes between two or more ibm software products that appear to serve the same purpose but really
have different applications key products covered include db2 sphere lotus domino and tivoli this replaces 1885068581
Building 360-Degree Information Applications 2014-10-01 this document brings together a set of latest data points and publicly available information relevant for platforms
applications we are very excited to share this content and believe that readers will benefit immensely from this periodic publication immensely
Exploring IBM E-business Software 2003 describes mobile and wireless design techniques from the developer s perspective offering in depth analysis of the complete range of
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network technologies details development options for building smart client thin client and messaging applications as well as pim personal information management and location based
services the author is an experienced trainer who leads seminars and workshops worldwide for ianywhere solutions a subsidiary of sybase
T-Bytes Platforms & Applications 2019-10-31 the modern application server is a complex platform that is the linchpin of an enterprise environment that includes a very wide range
of technologies web document formatting web protocols server side scripts servlets applets programming languages distributed object technologies security capabilities directory and
naming services load balan
Mobile and Wireless Design Essentials 2003-03-10 get up and running with oracle s premium cloud blockchain services and build distributed blockchain apps with ease key
featuresdiscover hyperledger fabric and its components features qualifiers and architectureget familiar with the oracle blockchain platform and its unique featuresbuild hyperledger
fabric based business networks with oracle s premium blockchain cloud servicebook description hyperledger fabric empowers enterprises to scale out in an unprecedented way allowing
organizations to build and manage blockchain business networks this quick start guide systematically takes you through distributed ledger technology blockchain and hyperledger fabric
while also helping you understand the significance of blockchain as a service baas the book starts by explaining the blockchain and hyperledger fabric architectures you ll then get to
grips with the comprehensive five step design strategy explore engage experiment experience and influence next you ll cover permissioned distributed autonomous organizations pdaos
along with the equation to quantify a blockchain solution for a given use case as you progress you ll learn how to model your blockchain business network by defining its assets
participants transactions and permissions with the help of examples in the concluding chapters you ll build on your knowledge as you explore oracle blockchain platform obp in depth
and learn how to translate network topology on obp by the end of this book you will be well versed with obp and have developed the skills required for infrastructure setup access
control adding chaincode to a business network and exposing chaincode to a dapp using rest configuration what you will learnmodel your blockchain based business network by defining
its components transactions integrations and infrastructure through use casesdevelop deploy and test chaincode using shim and rest and integrate it with client apps using sdk rest and
eventsexplore accounting blockchain hyperledger fabric and its components features qualifiers architecture and structureunderstand the importance of blockchain as a service baas
experiment hyperledger fabric and delve into the underlying technologyset up a consortium network nodes channels and privacy and learn how to translate network topology on obpwho
this book is for if you are a blockchain developer blockchain architect or just a cloud developer looking to get hands on with oracle blockchain cloud service then this book is for you
some familiarity with the basic concepts of blockchain will be helpful to get the most out of this book
Application Servers for E-Business 2001-01-23
Oracle Blockchain Quick Start Guide 2019-09-06
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